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I hope everyone enjoyed the holiday season        

with family and friends. The 2018-2019 school year        
is progressing extremely well. With many new       
educational initiatives and upgrades to the school       
buildings as well. As our goal is continuous        
improvement across the entire district, our students       
have taken advantage of these new programs and        
are committed to excellence. We are truly blessed        
to work with your child, and our staff is committed to           
providing the best educational opportunities for      
every student in the district.  

Improving student achievement is the district’s       
number one goal. I am excited to inform you that          
students are excelling on every assessment metric.       
Students in grades 3-6 are mandated to complete        
English/Language Arts and Math standardized math      
assessments annually. The New Hartford Public      
Schools improved their Math( 6%) and      
English/Language Arts achievement (4%) from last      
year. This effort is a testament to the hard work and           
focus of our students. I am extremely proud of our          
staff who are committed to high expectations for        
each one of their students. The revisions to our         
content area curricula and new instructional      
strategies have not only improved state      
standardized assessment scores but also district      
benchmark assessment scores.  

The district’s Reader’s Workshop program is       
producing great results. Teachers are learning new       
instructional reading strategies that are being      
implemented with fidelity in grades K-6. The new        
program is rigorous and is meeting the learning        
needs of each student in the district. The “workshop         
model” is now being utilized effectively in our        
district’s reading, writing, and math instruction.  

 The workshop model allows for a student centered        
learning experience for all students. There is an        
article about this exciting initiative in the ensuing        
pages of the newsletter.   

Embedding technology into teaching and      
learning has been another goal of the district. The         
new one-one electronic device initiative for the 6th        
grade has allowed students to learn in a more         
efficient manner. Each 6th grader received a new        
chromebook at the beginning of the school year.        
Students are demonstrating 21st Century learning      
skills across every discipline. In addition, new       
Promethean Boards were purchased for the 4th       
grade. These interactive learning boards allow      
teachers to deliver material using several different       
platforms. 

Student safety and security is always       
paramount to everything the New Hartford Public       
Schools undertakes. The district will be      
sponsoring an “Internet Safety Night” for all       
students and parents on January 14, 2019. The        
parent session will be held in the Antolini School         
multi-purpose room at 6:30 p.m. on this date. The         
student sessions will be held at Antolini School        
during the course of the school day. Retired police         
officer, Scott Driscoll will again lead this       
presentation on the dangers of Social Media.       
Officer Driscoll will provide salient information on       
how to protect against bad actors on the Internet.  

As you can see, the 2018-2019 school year         
has started well. Many of the new initiatives        
continue to improve learning opportunities for      
students. We have the most dedicated, talented       
staff who are committed to seeing your child        
flourish. The success of the New Hartford Public        
School District is due to the collaboration of        
students, parents, and staff. We are proud to be         
given the responsibility of educating your child       
every day, and we will continue to do our best          
every day to meet the needs of your children. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
Brian Murphy 
Superintendent of Schools  
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Be the change you wish to see in the world. 

This quote from Mahatma Gandhi is posted       
above the doorway in the main hallway at        
Antolini School. It is there as a reminder that         
each one of us can have an impact on the world,           
but maintaining a positive mindset is essential       
to making that impact.  

While building academic capacity is a primary       
goal of our work in schools, we also strive to          
develop compassionate and caring individuals.     
We teach students to care for each other within         
their classrooms and throughout the school. We       
focus on teaching students to exhibit kindness in        
their interactions with others, and highlight the       
domino effect that one act of kindness can        
create. Many teachers use Morning Meeting as a        
platform for building positive relationships     
among students, and they often incorporate      
literature that embodies positive messages.     
Some of our students volunteer in Oak Hill        
during recess or offer support to our Unified        
Sports team.  

Throughout the year, we incorporate activities      
and events that are focused on promoting       
volunteerism and outreach beyond the school      
community. At times, student seek opportunities      
to raise money for causes that matter to them,         
including St. Jude’s, CCMC, and Alex’s Lemonade       
Stand. Leading up to Thanksgiving, we held a        
school-wide food drive to support Hands of       
Grace, resulting in a dozen boxes of donated        
food to support their food pantry for the holiday. 

Additionally, during the month of December, we       
collected toys and clothing for eight children       
who are currently receiving support from FISH       
in   Torrington.   FISH   (Friends   in   Service   to 

Humanity) is an organization that serves      
individuals, families, and veterans in need. This       
collection event culminated in a school-wide      
assembly attended by Deirdre DiCara     
(Executive 
Director) and  
Margaret Franzi  
(Food Pantry  
Manager). 
Deirdre spoke  
with the students   
about the services   
provided by FISH,   
and our students were so excited to share what         
they had collected for the eight children. 

This year, our students will also be able to apply          
for Kindness in Motion grants thanks to Dr. Judy         
Palmer at NWR7. Kindness in Motion is a        
program that provides funding to students to       
start an outreach project of their choice.       
Students at NWR7 have been designing projects       
under this program for several years, resulting       
in support for veterans, nursing home residents,       
and children in hospitals, among others. In       
January, we will have a kickoff event to share         
the information with students. We are certain       
that Antolini students will develop creative      
projects to support causes that are important to        
them, highlighting their care and compassion      
for others. 

#newhtfd follow us on Twitter @AntoliniES 
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Principal Notes: Kelly Carroll January 2019

Reader’s Workshop 

We are excited to launch the Reader’s Workshop this         
year in all of our classrooms across the district.         
Rooted in best practices for teaching reading, the        
Reader’s Workshop provides a rigorous, engaging      
approach to developing voracious, critical readers in       
all genres. Through intensive professional     
development alongside a Teacher’s College staff      
developer, all classroom teachers are learning to       
implement the Reader’s Workshop with fidelity. Our       
goal is to build strong, life-long readers through        
research-based strategies experienced through the     
workshop model. The powerful instructional practices      
of the Reader’s Workshop allows teachers to       
effectively differentiate and meet the individualized      
needs of their students. Students are enjoying the        
workshop already! They are able to approach their        
learning in ways that are interesting and effective for         
them as individuals.  

During the daily Reader’s    
Workshop, students are   
engaged in a multitude of     
practices to experience   
reading individually and   
whole group. After the    
active engagement of the    
mini lesson, students   
spend time working   
toward reaching their   
personal reading goals. Teachers work with students       
to practice and enhance specific differentiated      
reading strategies through guided reading groups and       
flexible strategy groups. During personal reading      
conferences, students and teachers have the      
opportunity to check in on individual reading goals  

and celebrate goals that have become reading       
habits. At the end of each workshop, the class         
reconvenes as a whole group to bring closure to the          
day’s learning, highlight successes and refine      
thinking.  

The Reader’s Workshop will increase the rigor and        
depth of comprehension in both fiction and       
non-fiction texts. Students will learn through read       
alouds, shared reading, independent reading and      
student-based conversations about reading.    
Students will be actively developing 21st century       
communication skills while engaged in deep      
discussions about literature. The Reader’s     
Workshop supports high levels of success for all        
students. We are thrilled to have the Reader’s        
Workshop in our schools and know that our students         
will reap the benefits of this outstanding approach to         
reading.  

follow us on Twitter @newhtfd 
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Director Notes: Barbara McLean January 2019

Second Step 

School Psychologists Mrs. Jennifer Harris and Ms.       
Alex Uscilla are in the fifth year of implementation of          
our Social Emotional Curriculum called Second      
Step. Second Step is intended to be taught in a          
whole class setting in collaboration with grade level        
teachers. This program is currently in all 3        
elementary schools, for grades k-4. Second Step       
teaches important social skills such as attention,       
planning and listening. It is a researched-based       
program that focuses on increasing student’s social       
emotional competencies. The program works best      
when the school and home are in partnership with         
using the developed strategies. The objective of this        
social emotional curriculum is to reduce impulsive,       
high-risk, and aggressive behaviors. 

Second Step lessons follow a similar format from        
grade to grade and utilize similar topics and        
strategies, so that they can build on previously        
taught skills. Each grade level consists of 22        
lessons, which are broken down into units. In K-3,         
the units are Skills for Learning, Empathy, Emotion        
Management and Problem Solving. In grade 4, the        
units are Empathy and Skills for Learning, Emotion        
Management and Problem Solving. The Child      
Protection Units that correspond to the Second Step        
program are also used to teach the Sexual Abuse         
Awareness and Prevention in the Spring. Overall,       
students are highly engaged in the lesson format        
and have been observed to utilize the skills learned         
throughout their school day. 

Wellness/Nurses Corner 

Did you know that 1 in 8 boys        
and 1 in 25 girls play video       
games or are using screened     
devices 4-10 hours a day?     
Video game use has    
quadrupled since the year 2000. These games are        
designed to be addictive because they have no        
natural stopping point. Children with a gaming       
addiction will replace healthy habits such as sleep,        
exercise and academics. Relationships with     
family members may also become marginalized.  

In-order to stay ahead of this growing issue,        
consider the following: 

● No screen time before 24  months of age
● Set limits such as 1 hour

of gaming a day
● Set media free zones
● Lead by example- go device free during

family time

For additional information check out the following 
website/apps: 
·  www.commonsensemedia.org
· Net Nanny App
· Boomerang Parental Control App

follow us on Twitter @newhtfd 
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Kelly Dean - Curriculum Director January 2019

My name is Kelly Dean     
and I am honored to be      
joining the New Hartford    
Public Schools as the K-6     
Curriculum Director. I   
started this November and    
I’m really looking forward    
to working with all the     
wonderful administrators,  
teachers and staff on    
improving teaching and   
learning opportunities for   

our students. This year, it is my goal to develop          
positive and productive working relationships with      
teachers, students, staff and parents. 

For the past nine years, I worked for Oxford Public          
Schools. Most recently, I was the K-5 math coach for          
Quaker Farms School and Oxford Center School. As        
math coach, I supported teachers and students in the         
implementation of instructional best practices. Before      
my role as the math coach, I taught first grade for two            
years and second grade for six years at Quaker         
Farms. My first year in education was spent in         
Waterbury at Brooklyn Elementary School teaching      
kindergarten. As you can see, my teaching       
experiences are very diverse. 

When I’m not working in New Hartford, I’m home with          
my fiance, Tyler and our incredibly smart and        
adorable dog, Lola. We love to take her for long          
walks and hikes. When she is tired and happy. We          
are tired and happy! Cape Cod and Boston are some          
of my favorite places to visit. We are also busy          
planning our wedding for 2020! 

New Hartford has some amazing curriculum      
programs and initiatives set in place to make        
teaching and learning engaging and purposeful for       
both the teachers and students.  

One positive curriculum initiative that I’m excited to        
support teachers and students in is Reader’s       
Workshop. Reader’s Workshop teaches students     
how to read independently, think about their       
reading and find a passion for books. Empowering        
our learners to independently choose “just right       
books” and develop rich conversations about text       
are just a few of my favorite components of the          
workshop model.

Another curriculum initiative I’m excited to take       
part in are Number Talks. Number Talks allow        
students the opportunity to build number sense       
and computation strategies through a short math       
conversation about a math problem. Number Talks       
are a fun, engaging way for students to think about          
numbers and their relationships by using      
mathematical reasoning to explain their thinking.      
There are multiple ways    
to solve a problem and     
students get to share    
their own thinking about    
math with their peers    
everyday. What a great    
way to learn numbers    
and how they relate to     
one another! 

follow us on Twitter @newhtfd 
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NHPS Technology Department  
Paul Carmen, Linda Fitzgerald, Karen Pfeffer January 2019 

Library Media Center 
Students in all grade levels have participated       
STEAM (Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts,     
and Math) related activities.    
Sixth Graders are working on a      
collaborative project with Art    
and have designed fashion for     
staff members at Antolini    
School. Fifth graders have    
participated in the Global    
Cardboard Challenge and have    
created arcade games based    
off the concept of Caine’s     
Arcade. As part of the Fourth Grade Science 
Standards, a collaborative project to create 
prototypes for erosion prevention were 
designed and constructed. Third graders have 
built marble mazes. Second graders have 
been introduced to circuitry. First grade is 
involved in a project using Stop Motion 
Animation. Finally, Kindergarten students 
have been incorporating STEAM challenges 
relating back to 2019 Nutmeg Elementary 
Nominees and have built instruments and toad 
houses. 

Coding 
Coding is learning to write a set of instructions that          
a computer will understand so that it will perform a          
task. Students who learn coding can become       
proficient in skills such as sequencing, counting,       
problem solving, thinking logically, determining     
cause and effect, and critical thinking. As our        
students become more comfortable with coding,      
they become prepared for future career choices       
including those in areas which might not yet have         
been developed. 

Our students are engaged with coding using       
Tynker. Tynker offers open ended lessons that       
allow students to navigate one or two coding        
concepts at a time. They can then move on to the           
next lesson working independently and at their       
own pace.  
All New Hartford Public School students have       
participated in the Hour of Code, a global event,         
held December 3 - 9th during their Library special. 

Twitter 

With the help of social media outlets such as 
Twitter, our teachers and administrators connect 
positively with other educators, students and 
parents. 

@newhtfd 
Please contact your child’s classroom teacher for 
individual teacher accounts. 
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New Hartford Public Schools 
2018-2019 School Calendar 
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